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Course Introduction



Information Literacy

• Set of abilities

• Recognize when information is needed

• Be able to locate, evaluate, and use the information effectively

• Important because both information and information technology are
proliferating and becoming increasingly complex.

• Basis for lifelong learning and common to all disciplines.

Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education, Chicago: Association of
College and Research Libraries, 2000.



9 Standards

1. The student who is information literate accesses information
efficiently and effectively.

2. The student who is information literate evaluates information
critically and competently.

3. The student who is information literate uses information accurately
and creatively.

4. The student who is an independent learner is information literate
and pursues information related to personal interests.

5. The student who is an independent learner is information literate
and appreciates literature and other creative expressions of
information.



9 Standards

6. The student who is an independent learner is information literate
and strives for excellence in information seeking and knowledge
generation.

7. The student who contributes positively to the learning community
and to society is information literate and recognizes the importance
of information to a democratic society.

8. The student who contributes positively to the learning community
and to society is information literate and practices ethical behavior in
regard to information and information technology.

9. The student who contributes positively to the learning community
and to society is information literate and participates effectively in
groups to pursue and generate information.



Course Basic Information

• Course name: Electronic Information Retrieval

• Course code: INTE6402Q

• Course category: Professional Course

• Course nature: Elective

• Total hours: 40 academic hours 

• Credits: 2



Course Main Tasks 

• Help students learn the basic knowledge and theory of literature

retrieval, and gradually improve their own information literacy.

• Help students master the main retrieval tools and database usage

methods.

• Students will learn to comprehensively analyze and screen

information, write research papers, and prepare for future study

and research.

• Lay the foundation for autonomous learning and lifelong learning.



MINDSET: THE NEW PSYCHOLOGY OF SUCCESS

by Carol Dweck

Fixed Mindset

Growth mindset

The belief that the ability to learn is not fixed and it can 

change with your effort.

Failure is not a permanent condition. 

Catologue:B804/52



Course Objectives

1) Understand and grasp the basic knowledge of electronic

information retrieval;

2) Master the use of major domestic and foreign databases;

3) Master the retrieval and utilization of special documents such

as degree thesis, conference papers, patents and standards;

4) Learn to make comprehensive use of various research tools:

Word, Origin, EndNote;

5) Cultivate the ability to write scientific papers and academic

reports in English and understand research ethics.



Course Text Books 

The following materials are worthwhile resources:

• Lu Ma, Medical Information Retrieval, Higher Education Press,

2015.11.

• Leslie F. Stebbins, Student Guide to Research in the Digital Age:

How to Locate and Evaluate Information Sources, Libraries

Unlimited, 2006.

• Database user guide:
Web of Science Core Collection Descriptive Document

Derwent Innovations Index Help

Origin Tutorial

EndNote X9 Documentation

• Reading and practice: one hour per week



Course Schedule

Topic Hours Lecturer

1 Course introduction and library resources 3 Wang Qingqing 

2 Library site visits 3 Fan Yafang/ Wang

3 Basic retrieval knowledge 3 Zhang Sufang

4 Life information search 3 Zhao Pei

5 Foreign database: WOS 3 Li Chen

6 Foreign databases: Scopus & Ei 3 Fan Yafang

7 Patent document and patent databases 3 Fan Yafang

8 Access to other special document and find full text 3 Wang Qingqing 

9 Preparing a thesis By Using Word 3 Zhao Pei

10 Scientific research drawing tool: Origin 3 Zhang Xuejuan 

11 Reference manager: EndNote 3 Fan Yafang

12 Academic writing and research ethics 3 Wang Qingqing 

13 Student presentation 2 Fan Yafang/ Wang

14 Student presentation 2 Fan Yafang/ Wang

40



Teaching Methods & Assessment

1) Teaching method: mainly based on classroom teaching, supplemented

by homework, online practice, report, etc.

2) Course assessment: Presentation

3) Achievement evaluation:
total course grade = Presentation× 50% +Mid-term report× 30%+Attendance× 20%

4) Examples of essay questions for key content:
• Describe your process of using information retrieval to solve a problem. Please start from four

aspects: background introduction, search strategy, search results, and search experience.

• Please use the Web of Science platform to make an analysis report for your supervisor/lab/project.

Please include at least 3 aspects: search formula formulation, multi-dimensional analysis of search

results, and interpretation of high-level papers.



Library Resources



The Business of Libraries

• Connecting people and information

• Building and caring for collections

• Develop and maintain a number of different environments

where face-to-face, telephone, email, letters, and online

interaction between people and information may take place .



Integrate Services & Resources

"Library facilities and services will become increasingly integrated with

research, teaching, and learning programs across campus, including those

housed in information technology program and student services

programs."

ACRL Research Committee, Environmental Scan 2007. Chicago: Association of College and Research

Libraries, 2008.



Roles for Librarians 

Librarian-As-Curator
• collect resources 

• provide access

Librarian-As-Mediator
• teach research skills

• reference (in-person and online)

• point-of-need guidance

• curator
Librarian-As-Partner 
• embedded into classes 

• constructing curriculum with faculty and 

instructional designers 

• scaffolding information literacy into curriculum 

• mediator 

• curator  
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Library in High-tech District Campus 

• Fully reflect the teaching and research needs

of teachers and students in the new

engineering department of the University of

Science and Technology and National

Laboratory.

• It is organically integrated with the teaching

center and conference center in the same

building.

• Create an atmosphere of learning, exchange,

communication and collaboration for readers,

and promote the learning, cooperation and

innovation.





Search Printed Books





LOCATION STATUS

CATOLOGUE

RESERVATION





Borrowing Books

Maximum 30 Books Per Person 

Maximum 60 Days Loan Period

Renew 10 Days Before Expiration Day  

3D to Locate Your Books

Self-serving Machines 



E-resources

Chinese
E-journal

Thesis and 
Dissertation

Foreign 
E-journal

Chinese  
E-books

20k+

20k+6.77m+

2.4m+

160+databases Foreign E-
books

460k+



E-resources

1. time saving 

2. unexpected resources

3. convenience 

4. multi-tasking opportunities

5. don't have to wait

6. don't have to be in the library to get service









Index and Abstract Database



Index and Abstract Database
• Index and abstract databases organize documents by records, and process each

record based on the characteristic attributes of document content and the

characteristics of document appearance, such as title, subject heading, author, etc.

• Index and abstract databases generally include the same or different publication

types of documents in a comprehensive subject field or a certain subject branch in a

specific period.

• Since the documents included in index and abstract databases do not involve the

author’s copyright, database producers do not have to have a copyright relationship

with authors or document publishers, and collect documents according to their own

purposes, which has a strong continuity.

• Some included articles are well-known in academia due to their high quality, and

even become an important tool for academic evaluation, which far exceeds the

original wishes of database producers.



Engineering Village has the search, analytics, and navigation tools that engineers need to efficiently generate research,

assess the impact and relevancy of critical information, and discover new insights for addressing the world’s toughest

engineering challenges. All content and features are designed for engineers, so results and outcomes are always

engineering-relevant.

• Perform engineering literature reviews and research

• Gain background information related to a project

• Stay informed about advances in their field

Whether it’s preparing for a paper, a grant or funding proposal, a request for new research allocations, a detailed

patent application, or simply an interest in acquiring new engineering knowledge, Engineering Villages provides the

most comprehensive information you need.



Scopus is currently the world's largest abstract and citation database. Scopus covers more than 20,000 journals in

science and technology, medicine and social sciences published by more than 5,000 publishers, including more than

19,000 peer-reviewed journals, as well as series of books, conference proceedings, patents and web pages. It uniquely

combines a comprehensive abstract and citation database with enriched data and linked scholarly content.

Quickly find relevant and trusted research, identify experts, and access reliable data, metrics, and analytical tools for

confident research strategy decisions.



The Main Functions of Scopus

1. The most comprehensive literature search (covering all fields of natural sciences, medicine, social

sciences and life sciences); supports cross-database one-click full-text downloading (provided that the

school library has ordered the full-text library)

2. Patents search, covering up to 25.2 million patent information from the five major patent offices (US

Patent Office, European Patent Office, Japan Patent Office, World Intellectual Property Organization, and

British Intellectual Property Office).

3. Institutional database-support search and analysis functions (covering universities, government

institutions, scientific research institutions, corporate R&D, etc., each independent institution is assigned

an institution code Affiliation ID in Scopus); for each institution, statistics on literature information of

each institution (total number of articles published, total number of citations), main authors, percentage of

articles published in each field, journal sources, patent information, etc.

4. Library-supports author retrieval and analysis functions (covering more than 30 million scholars

worldwide, and each author is assigned an Author ID in Scopus); for each author, statistical information

(total number of articles published, Total number of citations), h index, citation overview (you can select

self-citation or co-author citation), author’s personal document output analysis chart.



E-books



There is still a place for the book, regardless of format, in scholarly research, and even more so in

undergraduate research. Because of their broad and deep nature, scholarly books provide a place where

a topic can be fully explored, where knowledge evaluated, and where detailed new research can be

reported and analyzed.

• Books provide a shortcut in the research process. Books provide a broad and deep overview of a

topic and the publishing process provides some assurances that the work is reputable. Journal

articles often focus on one very specific aspect of a topic, and free web pages can sometimes be

unreliable or biased. Books are scholarly, authoritative, and unbiased.

• Use a subject encyclopedias to start your research. They provide a concise overview of the current

state of research on a particular topic.They provide a brief list of the key books and articles on a

subject area.

• Bibliographies are lists of books, articles, web sites, and other resources that have been gathered

together and summarized in a book, web site, journal article. Book bibliographies often provide

extensive lists of relevant resources on a particular topic.

• Use reference books to locate quick factual information. Reference books are used to look up

information, facts, and data or to get a brief overview or definition of a topic. More reference works

are migrating to electronic form, a perfect format because most researchers only need to skim a few

pages at one sitting.

About books



Do not Read the Entire Book 

Studies have shown that even professors often do not read entire books that they use

for their research (Summerfield, Mandel, and Kantor 1999). When you find a book

on your topic, develop an efficient system for determining how much, if any, of the

book you need to read.

• Scan the table of contents and index

• Look up aspects of your topic in the index to see if they are covered

• Skim the preface, introduction, and conclusion

• Read over the bibliography: what resources is this book citing?

• Determine which chapters might be the most useful to read in their entirety by

scanning chapter subheadings.



Resource Map





CNPeReading



CNPeReading

The CNPeReading e-book platform is a one-stop platform for e-book

acquisition and access. Through extensive cooperation with internationally

renowned publishers and integrators, the platform integrates a large number of

foreign languages electronic book resources and provides innovative solutions

for electronic resources for library customers and end users.

• Support online reading and content download

• Support multiple authentication methods of IP address and account password

• Flexible ordering method

• No platform usage fee

• Have permanent right to use paid content

• Simultaneous use by multiple concurrent users, unlimited users

• Personalized notes and favorites



Chinese E-journals



The content includes CNKI academic journals, Chinese doctoral dissertations, Chinese master's

thesis, Chinese reference book database, yearbook database, newspaper database, foreign library

bibliography, e-learning, featured navigation, translation assistant, discovery platform, academic

express news and other value-added services.



Foreign E-journals



Patents /Standards/ Reports



Data /Information



Thesis





Multimedia



Knowledge Vision is a science and education video resource library specifically for colleges and universities. At

present, our school users can access 7,294 videos with a total of 4000 hours of programs. The knowledge horizon

covers the disciplines of nature, science and technology, agriculture and medicine, life, astronomy, geography, and

humanities. At the same time, it provides bilingual subtitles, authentic foreign language pronunciation, and rich

vocabulary, which is convenient for users to improve their foreign language skills while watching videos to learn

knowledge. In addition, it also has:

• Screen content retrieval function---the user enters the required knowledge point keywords, and the required video

screen can be retrieved from all video resources immediately.

• Clip saving and downloading function---the platform supports online saving of video clips and downloading of

video clips to local teaching and research.



Kuke Digital Music Library (www.kuke.com) is the only digital music library in China that focuses on the 

development of non-popular music. Actively build a consumer platform centered on internet music services, provide 

all music learners and enthusiasts with a comprehensive and rich source of genuine digital music, and strive to 

promote the popularization of domestic elegant music and promote the development of music quality education in 

China. 



Kuke Digital Music Library

1. Kuke Audio Library
Bringing together the top international record brands, with national copyright certification protection;

A variety of sound quality options, all-round music services;

The content forms include classical music, world folk music, Chinese music, historical recording, light music,

jazz music, film and television music, etc.;

2. Kuke Video Library
Collect more than 3000 hours of world classic music videos;

Including opera, dance, concert scene, music documentary, feature film, music tour, jazz and other forms;

3. Kuke Audiobook Library
Collect nearly 1,000 domestic and foreign classic literary works;

English reading materials are read aloud by professional announcers from the American ABC and British BBC;

Including Chinese literature, foreign literature, art bibliographies, musician biographies, philosophy

4. Kuke Live
Comprehensive and in-depth cooperation with national first-line theaters, performance groups, and artists;

Full coverage of the internet to promote the comprehensive popularization and promotion of elegant art;

Including concerts, opera, ballet, drama, opera, cross talk, master class, etc.;



Tools and Software



Foreign Language Studies



Paper Abstract Polish

Register

Submit your 
abstract



7 steps
Write in English

Up to 500 
words



Math



Trial database



Recommendation 

Name

Student No.

Email 



“89% of college students use 

search engines to start information 

retrieval, and only 2% of college 

students start information retrieval 

from library websites”



Databases

Finding the full text through Google is indeed very convenient. It helps you to link to the database

you need to download the full text. You do not need to be familiar with the database and choose

the database. In fact, the library also understands everyone's needs, and we also have our flagship

products, services like Google.



Find System







Resources that have 

not been purchased 

can be obtained here



Email Address 



Primo

Primo realizes one-stop discovery and acquisition of various printed, electronic, and digital resources in the library, 

making it convenient for readers to quickly, accurately and effectively find and obtain relevant information from the 

massive academic resources. Primo provides simple, one-stop searching for books and e-books, videos, articles, 

digital media, and more.

Primo also helps you manage your research. Sign-in in order to:

Renew books and videos

Create favorites lists

Export citations to Refworks and Endnote Web

View full search results. 











Never Over-Download



Library Service



Comfortable Space

“Redevelop the library as the primary informal learning space on the 

campus. In the process partnerships with other campus units that support 

research, teaching, and learning should be developed.”

Lewis, David W. "A Strategy for Academic Libraries in the First Quarter of the 21st Century." College & 

Research Libraries 68, no. 5 (2007): 418-434. 



The Future Learning Center

The first floor is an open shared space, including a display area, an open seminar area, whiteboards, multimedia

discussion tables and other facilities for the purpose of display and sharing. The 2nd and 3rd floors support the

development of team projects, theme seminars, project demonstrations and releases, and can be used by teachers

and students in the school through the management system.



1

 Academic Hall

200

 Open Discussion 

Area

4600

 Learning space

16

 Seminar and 

Exchange Room

The 4th Floor

 Language Learning 

and International 

Exchange Center

3

 MOOC Recording 

Room



Reserve Website：https://passport.ustc.edu.cn/login?service=http://ic.lib.ustc.edu.cn/loginall.aspx

Reservation method:

• Web appointment system

• WeChat

• On-site touch screen 

appointment machine



Language Learning and International Exchange Center

Language Learning 

International Exchange 

• Online 

• Offline

• Activities



English Salon

• Once a Month

• Academic Writing

• English listening 、reading and writing  



English & Chinese Corner

• Once  a Week

• Rich in Topics



English Activities

• Reading

• Writing

• Pronunciation 

• Theme Parties

• English debates

WeChat:15256057837

Student Number



Teaching and Learning Center

• Located on the second floor in the east campus library

• 1,000 square meters

• 12 functional areas including subject related textbook display area, new book display area,

reading area, academic exchange area and newspaper service area



Off Campus Access to E-resources

Off Campus Access



WebVPN:http://wvpn.ustc.edu.cn 



USTC Central Authentication Service System



USTC Central Authentication Service System

Account No.is your GID or

Student No. on your student

card.

For your first time login, you

need to click FORGET to set

your password.



Shibboleth



The following databases can be accessed based on Shibboleth

when not within USTC IP:

EBSCO、Elsevier ScienceDirect、Nature、Web of Science、Scopus

Engineering IndexCompendexWeb(EI) 、Reaxys、 IEEE/IET Electronic

Library、IEEE-Wiley eBooks Library、RSC、Springerlink、Emerald

Log in by Institution

Institution’s Location: “China CERNET Federation” or “China”

Institution’s name“University of Science and Technology of China”

Your account the same as YOUR USTC CAS SYSTEM No.





“Log in via Shibboleth ”“Log in via Shibboleth ”





USTC Central Authentication Service System

Account No.is your GID or

Student No. on your student

card.

For your first time login, you

need to click FORGET to set

your password.



Interlibrary Loans

Contact qcqu@ustc.edu.cn for Interlibrary Loans

Book title 、Student name 、Contact number

mailto:qcqu@ustc.edu.cn


Purchase Recommendation



Three Things to Do

• Return the borrowed books and get stamped certificate from 

the office located on the 4th floor east side  in the east campus 

library

• Submit your thesis on the library website

• Get your publication certificate for your further study and 

work in China from the Reference office located on the 6th 

floor in the east campus library



Submit your Thesis 

http://thesis-submit.lib.ustc.edu.cn

Thesis Submition



Submit your Thesis 











Your Signature Date

Your Signature

Date Date

Supervisor's Signature

• Public

• Keep Secret



Your Signature Date

Your Signature Date

Date Date

Your Signature Supervisor's Signature

• Public

• Keep Secret



Requirements

• Make sure that your name and student number are put in the 

right place.

• Sign on the required documents both by you and your supervisor 

and upload them in the attachment.

• State the secret level of the thesis whether it is open access or 

kept secrete.



Proof of Your Publication



Lecture and Training



Online Courses



Second Classroom



General Hints for Effective Library Research

• Formulate a search strategy, use keywords and synonyms of keywords.

• Refrain from using full sentences or statements as search terms.

• Keep records of successful search strategies. They will come in handy to be used again. 

• Review subject terms used to describe or classify an article, and references cited at end 
of article for hints and ideas for more effective searching in that database. 

• Make records of citations of relevant items found. 


